Evaluation of EST-data using the genome assembly.
Using expressed sequence tag (EST) data for genomewide studies requires thorough understanding of the nature of the problems that are related to handling these sequences. We investigated how EST clustering performs when the genome is used as guidance as compared to pairwise sequence alignment methods. We show that clustering with the genome as a template outperforms sequence similarity methods used to create other EST clusters, such as the UniGene set, in respect to the extent ESTs originating from the same transcriptional unit are separated into disjunct clusters. Using our approach, approximately 80% of the RefSeq genes were represented by a single EST cluster and 20% comprised of two or more EST clusters. In contrast, approximately 25% of all RefSeq genes were found to be represented by a single cluster for the UniGene clustering method. The approach minimizes the risk for overestimations due to the amount of disjunct clusters originating from the same transcript. We have also investigated the quality of EST-data by aligning ESTs to the genome. The results show how many ESTs are not adequately trimmed in respect of vector sequences and low quality regions. Moreover, we identified important problems related to ESTs aligned to the genome using BLAT, such as inferring splice junctions, and explained this aspect by simulations with synthetic data. EST-clusters created with the method are available upon request from the authors.